Nimbus Core Privacy Policy
At Nimbus Core, we value each person’s privacy. We don’t ask for any information that may disclose your identity.
We don’t share your information with third parties except to deliver you our Platform and products, comply with the
law, protect our rights, or effectuate a business transfer.
By using, accessing, or attempting to access our Platform, including downloading one of our mobile applications,
visiting our website, you agree to the use, disclosure, and procedures outlined in this Privacy Policy.

1.1.

Collection of Data

1.2.

Usage of Data

● Service Usage Info
We log technical information about your use of the Platform, including the type of browser and
version you use, the account identifier, the last access time of your account, the Internet Protocol
(IP) address used to create the account and the most recent IP address used to access the
Platform. Also we collect information about the device you use to access your account, including
the hardware model, operating system and version, and unique device identifiers, but this
information is anonymized and not tied to any particular person.
● Authorization & Verification Info
When creating an Account, your email address and password will be encrypted and stored for
further access to Platform;
● Transaction Information
For all personal and enterprise user accounts, we collect transaction information including deposit
snapshots, account balances, trade history, withdrawals, order activity and distribution history. This
transaction data is monitored for suspicious trading activity for user fraud protection, and legal
case resolution.

We will use this information only for this purposes:
● Management of our business;
● Build a bond with clients;
● Development and enhancement of our Platform;
● Address user requests;
● Investigate fraudulent actions;
We will process your Personal Data legally and fairly and not use it outside the purposes of which we have
informed you, including selling it individually or in the aggregate for commercial use.

1.3.

Disclosure of Data
We may share your information with selected recipients to perform functions required to provide certain
Platform to you. All such third parties will be contractually bound to protect data in compliance with our
Privacy Policy. Funding and transaction information related to your use of certain Platform may be
recorded on a public block chain. Because block chains are decentralized or third-party networks that are

not controlled or operated by Nimbus Core, we are not able to erase, modify, or alter Data from such
networks.

1.4.

Data Security
We employ several physical and electronic safeguards to keep your information safe, including encrypted
user passwords, two factor verification and authentication on passwords where possible, and securing all
connections with industry standard transport layer security. Even with all these precautions, we cannot fully
guarantee against the access, disclosure, alteration, or deletion of data through events, including but not
limited to hardware or software failure or unauthorized use. Any information that you provide to us is done
so entirely at your own risk.

